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Category:  1. Print Fiction  □ 2. Print Non-Fiction   

 Title / □ News Headline / □ Website: __________Titanic______________________  Date:       13-4-2023      

□ Author /  Director:               James Cameron               

□ Publisher /  Producer / □ Newspaper:               Paramount Pictures                

 

Genre of the book / movie: 

□ Adventure        Love story / Romance     □ Ghost / Mystery story    

□ Fairy tales      □ Crime / Detective       Classics       

□ Science fiction     □ Short stories       □ Others _______________  

 

 

In not less than 60 words, describe the content of the story / book briefly. 

At that time, Titanic was the largest cruise ship built in the world, also recognized as unsinkable.  So a large number of local 

nobles and curious civilians went to the cruise ship, among them is our heroine and male lead.  The tragic sinking of this great 

liner will always be remembered, for it went down on her first voyage with heavy loss of life. 



Write a brief comment or your impression of the book.  

In this book, it can bring out the cruelty in the richness of the old society, just like the heroine Rose.  In order to have funds 

for her family to develop her career, she was forced to marry someone she didn’t like.  But in terms of the freedom of love and 

the benefits of money, the heroine chose the former.  Let me understand that people should boldly pursue what they like, and 

true love is more important than interests. 

 

Name one or two characters in the book that impress you most & state the reasons why the character impresses you.  

The main character Jack impresses me.  Although he is poor, he has no status in society.  But he still lives happily and confidently.  

In the story, he also took the initiative to meet Rose and established a relationship with her.  At the end, he also sacrificed his 

own life in order to save the person Rose loved deeply, with the spirit of selfless dedication to love. 

 

If I could rewrite the beginning / ending / any part of the story, I would make the following changes: 

The ship was too late to dodge the glacier and collided with it.  There was a big hole in the bottom of the boat, and the sea water 

rushed in it.  Rose, who was born in a noble family, was rescued first.  But she wanted to be with Jack, giving up the chance of 

escape.  Later, when the ship was about to sink, they found a lifeboat.  They worked together to open it, and finally boarded it 

successfully.  And they rescued and live a happy life. 

 

Write 6 words or phrases you learnt and give the explanations of the words.  

1.      colossal   ( 龐大的  )      2.      voyage    (   航行   )   3.     collision       (   碰撞   ) 

4.       faint       (  微弱   )      5.      tragic    (  悲慘的  )   6.       fear        (  害怕 / 恐懼  ) 


